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I’m an artist, I was born in Piove di Sacco, Padua.
After graduating from the Modigliani Art School 
of Padua, I continued my training by obtaining 
the certificate of professional qualification 
in Industrial Design, which was followed by 
a master in Creative Design, in which I was 
recognized as the best of the course.
For some years I dedicated my self to my 
graphic designer profession and later I 
continued to explore the art’s world with painting. 
To date I have experimented with different 
painting techniques, oil, acrylic, watercolor and 
plaster, finding the best expressiveness in 
contemporary art with portraits made in mixed 
media, in which my graphic training is denoted 
in the use of defined black outlines and signs that 
enhance the features of the faces.
Paint begins my principal form of expression, 
my way to comunicate.
Faces, especially female’s faces, are actually 
my first inspiration source. The woman portrayed 
as a true work of art, full of facets, lines, colors, 
shades. Each face tells something: a thought, 
an expectation, a hope. 
Every face arouses emotions and art is itself 
synonymous with emotion.
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Each of my paintings in this collection is 
characterized by a female presence. 
The intent is to convey the strength of the 
emotions that overwhelm me when I paint, 
transferring the sensations I feel at that precise 
moment to their faces and their movements. 
Woman for me is a symbol of "resilience", this 
incredible ability to absorb shocks without ever 
breaking.
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ALTROVE

APwatercolor and acrylic



APNEA

APwatercolor



DANGEROUS

APoil on paper



IL FILO BIANCO

APoil on canvas



LAS MARIPOSAS

APacrylic, plaster and 
gold leaf on canvas



MADRE NATURA

APoil and acrylic on wood



MALINCONIA

APoil on canvas



MIA

APoil on canvas



SABBIA

APoil on canvas



SOTTOSOPRA

APoil on paper
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